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Abstract11

Multi-species indicators are widely used to condense large, complex amounts of information12

on multiple separate species by forming a single index to inform research, policy and manage-13

ment. Much detail is typically lost when such indices are constructed. Here we investigate14

the potential of Functional Data Analysis, focussing upon Functional Principal Component15

Analysis (FPCA), which can be easily carried out using standard R programs, as a tool for16

displaying features of the underlying information. Illustrations are provided using data from17

the UK Butterflies for the New Millennium and UK Butterfly Monitoring Scheme databases.18

The FPCAs conducted result in a huge simplification in terms of dimensional reduction,19

allowing species occupancy and abundance to be reduced to two and three dimensions, re-20

spectively. We show that a functional principal component arises for both occupancy and21
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abundance analyses that distinguishes between species that increase or decrease over time,22

and that it differs from percentage trend, which is a simplification of complex temporal23

changes. We find differences in species patterns of occupancy and abundance, providing24

a warning against routinely combining both types of index within multi-species indicators,25

for example when using occupancy as a proxy for abundance when insufficient abundance26

data are available. By identifying the differences between species, figures displaying func-27

tional principal component scores are much more informative than the simple bar plots of28

percentages of significant trends that often accompany multi-species indicators. Informed29

by the outcomes of the FPCA, we make recommendations for accompanying visualisations30

for multi-species indicators, and discuss how these are likely to be context and audience31

specific. We show that, in the absence of FPCA, using mean species occupancy and total32

abundance can provide additional, accessible information to complement species-level trends.33

At the simplest level, we suggest using jitter plots to display variation in species-level trends.34

We encourage further application to other taxa, and recommend the routine augmentation35

of multi-species indicators in the future with additional statistical procedures and figures,36

to serve as an aid to improve communication and understanding of biodiversity metrics, as37

well as reveal potentially hidden patterns of behaviour and guide additional directions for38

investigation.39

Key words: Biodiversity indicators; Butterfly; Citizen science data; Functional principal40

component analysis; Multi-species indices; Procrustes analysis41

1 Introduction42

Multi-species indicators are used to combine indices from a set of species and present a simple43

summary of the species-level information. Indicators provide important metrics for evaluating44

progress towards reducing the rate of biodiversity loss at a range of scales, including global45

(Tittensor et al., 2014) and national (Eaton et al., 2015; Burns et al., 2018), as well as taxon-46

specific assessments, such as for butterflies (Brereton et al., 2011b) and birds (Gregory et al.,47

2005).48

The geometric mean of component species indices is widely used to calculate multi-species49
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indicators (Gregory et al., 2005; Buckland et al., 2011; van Strien et al., 2012). However there50

remains variation among different indicators, for example with regard to if and how uncer-51

tainty in the estimated species-level indices is incorporated (Soldaat et al., 2017), and in the52

presentation of both indicators and associated trends. Multi-species indicators are produced53

for all species within a taxonomic group, or subsets based on classifying the component54

species. For example, UK butterfly indicators are produced separately for habitat specialist55

versus wider countryside species (Fox et al., 2015), and separate UK indicators are typically56

produced for farmland, woodland and wetland bird species (Hayhow et al., 2017). Indica-57

tors are generally produced from combining species-level indices for either annual estimates58

of occupancy or an annual index of abundance, for which the underlying methods used to59

estimate the indices can also vary among taxa.60

Despite the advantages of providing simple summaries of biodiversity change, much in-61

formation is necessarily lost when multi-species indicators are formed. One option to address62

this, which is adopted by UK government biodiversity indicators, presents multi-species in-63

dicators with adjacent bar charts which define the percentages of species declining versus64

increasing (Defra, 2018), based on species-level trends. However the classification of such bar65

charts can vary among taxa, for example by only separating increases from decreases, or by66

also considering the significance of species trends. Similar visualisations of species trends are67

also presented in the State of Nature assessment (Hayhow et al., 2016).68

Given the increasing use and relevance of biodiversity indicators, of interest in this paper69

is whether it is possible to use relatively simple tools to gain further insights into the ecologi-70

cal patterns of species’ changes in abundance and distribution. In doing so we aim to provide71

recommendations for improved visualisations that may be used to support multi-species indi-72

cators, to serve as an aid to improve communication and understanding of biodiversity metrics73

and the underlying changes in species populations. Specifically, we investigate the potential74

of Functional Principal Component Analysis (FPCA), which is one of several Functional75

Data Analysis (FDA) techniques, in order to present simple informative graphical displays76

(Ramsay et al., 2005), that can display far more of the lost information when multi-species77

indicators are formed, than just providing indications of trend.78

The goals of FDA include the following, taken from Ramsay et al. (2005, p.9):79
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• to represent the data in ways that aid further analysis,80

• to display the data so as to highlight various characteristics,81

• to study important sources of pattern and variation among the data.82

These goals are relevant to the aims of this paper, but with novel application to summarising83

biodiversity indices.84

2 Materials and methods85

2.1 Functional Principal Component Analysis86

The main technique used in the paper is FPCA. It has similarities with Principal Components87

Analysis (PCA), which is more familiar, and is described in outline in Appendix A. FPCA88

performs much like PCA but FPCA operates on curves. In the applications in this paper,89

species correspond to individuals and smoothed annual estimates for each species correspond90

to the measurements on the individuals.91

Interpretation of functional principal components can be made with the aid of harmonics92

plots, however the primary objective of FPCA, as with PCA, is to reduce the dimensionality93

of a problem, and if possible to provide plots of species, in our case, which may be inspected,94

with species which have similar indices appearing close to each other. Importantly, PCA and95

FPCA are objective techniques, so that derived components are data driven. In addition96

to FPCA, we also apply Procrustes matching, for which the results can be found in the97

Supplementary material, as well as axis rotation for functional principal components when98

appropriate.99

2.2 Application to biodiversity indices100

The techniques used in this paper may be applied to abundance or occupancy indices for101

multiple species of any taxon (or combination of multiple taxa). For demonstration we analyse102

data from the Butterflies for the New Millennium (BNM) database and the UK Butterfly103

Monitoring Scheme (UKBMS). Prior to the application of FDA, appropriate annual indices104
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of occupancy and abundance were produced from the two data sets. We consider data from105

the BNM and UKBMS from 1980 onwards because most species have a full run of UKBMS106

data from 1980. Based on the data available, we consider 1980-2014 for BNM and 1980-2016107

for UKBMS. This resulted in occupancy and abundance data sets for 47 UK butterfly species108

(out of a total of 59, of which 50 typically contribute to UK biodiversity indicators), which109

are listed in the Supplementary material along with the species codes using in the paper.110

2.2.1 Producing species-level indices111

The BNM data consist of opportunistic records of species’ presence gathered by volunteers112

from any location in the UK and on any date. Over 7.5 million presence records were113

collated for 1980-2014 for the 47 species considered in this paper. For each species and year114

we estimate the occupancy probability for the UK for that species, using the occupancy115

model approach of Dennis et al. (2017). For each species the set of these estimates over116

time forms an occupancy index (see Figure 1a for examples and Supplementary Figure 1 for117

indices for all 47 species). Covariates included in the fitted occupancy models followed those118

used in Dennis et al. (2017), since species-specific model selection would be time-consuming.119

Some species-level indices (Supplementary Figure 1) show irregular estimates for a small120

number of years which could be due to the start values used, or as a result of over-fitting.121

Preliminary comparisons were made with occupancy indices produced using a simpler set of122

covariates (easting and northing and associated quadratics), but did not influence the overall123

conclusions of this study.124

The UKBMS consists of a long-running network of transects which began in 1976 with125

34 sites, but has grown to nearly 1500 transects monitored each year (Brereton et al., 2017).126

Since 2009 this additionally includes reduced-effort data from the Wider Countryside But-127

terfly Survey (Brereton et al., 2011a). Under standardised weather conditions, counts are128

made weekly from the beginning of April until the end of September (Pollard and Yates,129

1993). Indices of relative abundance are estimated from the UKBMS for each species using a130

Generalised Abundance Index approach (Dennis et al., 2016). Species-level indices are given131

for four illustrative species in Figure 1b, and for all 47 species in Supplementary Figure 2.132

UKBMS indices are typically presented on the log10 scale where they either start at 2 or have133
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Figure 1: Occupancy (a) and relative abundance (b) indices for four illustriative butterfly

species. Smoothed indices (blue) were produced using B-splines. Plots for all 47 species are

given in the Supplementary Material. A small number of occupancy estimates are missing,

particularly in early years, when the model-fitting fails due to insufficient data.

a mean of 2. It will be seen that there is therefore a fundamental difference between these134

indices and those relating to occupancy, when the entire probability range was possible.135

2.2.2 Calculating species-level trends136

For each species, a weighted logistic regression was fitted to the occupancy index, where137

the inverses of the index standard errors were used as weights. The standard errors were138

calculated using the Delta method (Morgan, 2009, p129), rather than the bootstrapping139

approach in Dennis et al. (2017), which can under perform in cases with limited data. Per-140
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centage changes for 1980-2014 were then estimated from the predicted values of the regression.141

Whereas weighted regression was used for occupancy, to account for the variable standard er-142

rors over time, percentage changes in relative abundance were estimated in the standard way143

by fitting simple linear regressions to the species’ indices of relative abundance for 1980-2016.144

2.2.3 Calculating multi-species indicators145

Multi-species indicators were produced separately for abundance and occupancy using by cal-146

culating the geometric mean of the species-level indices. For both abundance and occupancy147

the indices were scaled so that each species’ index starts at 100, and the geometric average148

then taken. We used the BRCindicators package (August et al., 2017), which accounts for149

cases where a species-level index contains some missing year values. In brief, where a species150

enters the indicator after the first year, the first year of that species’ index is set to the151

geometric mean of the series for species that are already in the indicator for that year.152

2.2.4 Applying FPCA153

We apply FPCA to occupancy and abundance indices from the BNM and UKBMS, respec-154

tively. All analyses were performed using the fda package (Ramsay et al., 2009, 2017), in R155

(R Core Team, 2018).156

The input to the FPCAs is a set of smoothed curves of the species indices, with one157

per species, separately for each of occupancy or relative abundance. These are displayed158

for all 47 species in Supplementary Figures 1 and 2 for both occupancy and abundance.159

Prior to smoothing, small numbers of missing year index values were interpolated (only160

for Duke of Burgundy for abundance, and for 31 species for the occupancy indices). The161

smoothed estimates were produced using the fda package using B-splines with 10 basis162

functions and order 3. Alternative spline smooths were considered and there was a striking163

stability in the results and conclusions with regard to how much smoothing was adopted.164

It is possible, however, that for detailed scientific application to small numbers of species165

it would be interesting to explore the use of cross-validation for choice of the amount of166

smoothing, for each species separately. The smoothing used in these analyses does not take167

account of relative precision of the species-level indices, where more recent estimates and168
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better recorded/monitored species are typically more precise.169

For each survey separately, because the index values for any species at each time have170

similar ranges, FPCA operates on the covariance matrices. In addition, for each species each171

smoothed set of indices is centered by removing the mean over time before analysis.172

We first review the associated harmonics plots, which display the principal component173

functions, and then the corresponding functional principal component scores. The scores are174

formed in an analogous way to how principal component scores are obtained for standard175

PCA, though it is more complicated due to the use of curves rather than measurements176

(Ramsay et al., 2005, p. 149). We distinguish between habitat specialists, migrants and wider177

countryside species, based on the classification in Asher et al. (2001). We draw comparisons178

with species-level abundance and occupancy trends estimated from the associated indices. A179

three-dimensional plot for the first three principal components for the UKBMS analysis was180

created using the plotly package (Sievert et al., 2017).181

Necessarily, results obtained from a FPCA depend upon the time periods analysed, and182

it is sometimes informative to consider how trends and indices change for different time inter-183

vals. We compare results from different time periods in Sections 3 and 4 of the Supplementary184

material. In particular we use Procrustes analysis (Gower, 1975) to match component plots185

from different time periods. Further comparisons of abundance and occupancy using FDA186

techniques are also given in Section 5 of the Supplementary Material.187

3 Results and discussion188

3.1 Indicators for occupancy data189

Multi-species occupancy indicators, formed using the geometric mean, are shown in Figure190

2, where habitat specialists display a greater decline in occupancy since 1980 compared191

to wider countryside species. The associated species-level occupancy indices are given in192

Supplementary Figure 1. For illustration, a bar chart displaying the percentages of species193

increasing and decreasing (including significance) is given in Figure 2, which is produced194

separately for subsets of species in biodiversity indicators.195
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Figure 2: (a) Multi-species occupancy indicators calculated by the geometric mean of the

occupancy indices for 47 UK butterflies for 1980–2014.(b) Bar plot giving percentage increas-

es/decreases of individual butterfly species, where significance refers to the 5% level.

3.2 FPCA of occupancy data196

3.2.1 Harmonics plots197

Figure 3 provides us with a potential means of interpreting the first two principal compo-198

nents of FPCA applied to the BNM occupancy indices by showing a harmonic plot for each199

functional principal component. The first principal component orders species according to200

whether they have high or low occupancy, essentially corresponding to an average occupancy201

over time: at one end of the scale are species with near constant high occupancy, while at202

the other end are species with near constant low occupancy. This first component describes203

97.4% of the total variance. The second component contrasts species that are declining over204

the time period with species that are increasing, although in both cases the harmonics level205

out for the most recent few years. Thus although it does not explain much of the total206

variance, just 1.9%, this component has a clear interpretation.207
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Figure 3: Harmonics plots of the first two functional principal components for the BNM data.

The arithmetic average of the species indices is shown by a solid line, with the end of each

component plotted using + (blue) and - (red). The percentages of variance for the first two

components are 97.4% and 1.9%.

Both plots in Figure 3 show the arithmetic mean of all smoothed indices for all years,208

and this is the same in each case. It therefore plays a similar role to the geometric mean209

for all 47 species (Figure 2a). The first two functional principal components describe most210

of the total variance, so that we have reduced the information in the species-level curves211

(Supplementary Figure 1), and can represent the species as points in two-dimensional space212

(see Figure 5a, with discussion to follow), with coordinates given by the first two functional213

principal component scores. This is a great simplification compared to having 35 (annual)214

data points for each species.215

With minor differences, we have found the general patterns of the harmonics plots of216

Figure 3 to appear in other occupancy analyses, for example of Scottish moths (Dennis217

et al., 2019), when occupancy data on 225 moth species were analysed (Section 2 of the218

Supplementary Material). The same is also true if we divide the data into the first half219

and second half time periods and analyse the two halves separately (see Section 3 of the220

Supplementary Material).221
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3.2.2 Comparison with species-level occupancy trends222

Figure 4a shows the estimated percentage trend for each species, plotted against the corre-223

sponding second functional principal component score, denoted by X2. Note that all principal224

component scores are centered on zero due to the mean centering at each individual time225

point. As we might expect from the interpretation of the second component provided above226

by Figure 3, there is a relationship between the trend and the second functional component227

score, however it is not a linear one. The association is approximately linear for wider coun-228

tryside species, however habitat specialists, with generally lower occupancy, necessarily have229

smaller absolute changes, resulting in relatively small values for X2.230

Figure 4b distinguishes between values that are significantly changing (increasing or de-231

creasing), each at the 5% level. While there is a correlation between the X2 and trend values,232

the X2 axis is reflecting shapes of the individual species indices in a more complex way than233

simply ordering the species according to their estimated trend value. It is instructive to234

relate the points back to the index plots for the species that they represent. Rug plots are235

displayed along the axes in Figure 4, which indicate the values taken by species along those236

axes, and this feature recurs in similar plots in the paper.237

In Figure 5a each species is plotted according to the scores of its first two functional prin-238

cipal components, X1 measuring average occupancy, and X2 indicating whether the species239

is increasing or decreasing over time. Figure 5a identifies two main clusters of species, driven240

by the size of occupancy, suggesting that it might be of interest to analyse these two clusters241

separately. This is in fact what is essentially done when multi-species indicators are produced242

separately for habitat specialists and wider countryside species (Figure 2a). However this243

distinction is not clear cut in that a small number of the wider countryside species appear244

similarly placed to the habitat specialists. These are the wider countryside species with rela-245

tively low estimates of occupancy probability. The second component corresponds to species246

that are increasing/declining over the entire time period, and therefore provides the relevant247

information in the individual species occupancy indices in Supplementary Figure 1. Thus248

here the X2 values alone, on the y-axis, illustrate important information that is hidden when249

the geometric mean indicator is formed.250
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Figure 4: Estimated species occupancy trends (percentage changes) versus the corresponding

scores that result on the second axis (X2) from the FPCA analysis of the BNM data; the

locations of points are the same in both plots. (a) Colours indicate species classification:

habitat specialists, migrants and wider countryside; (b) colours indicate category of trend,

as summarised in Figure 2b. The vertical and horiztonal dashed lines indicate no change in

occupancy and X2 values of zero, respectively.
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Figure 5: (a) Plot of the two functional principal component scores, X1, measuring average

occupancy, and X2, measuring increase or decrease, for all 48 species for the full time period.

The axis for X2 has been reversed. The dashed lines indicate score values of zero. (b) For

comparison we replace X1 by the average occupancy index value and X2 by the estimated

species occupancy trend. The horizontal dashed line indicates no change in occupancy.
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Species to the right of X1 have high occupancy, and those to the left have low occupancy.251

Species at the top of X2 are increasing, and those at the bottom are decreasing. It is252

easy to verify this: see for example the positions of Meadow Brown (MB, high occupancy253

and minimal change over time), Speckled Wood (SpW, medium occupancy and increasing254

over time), and Grayling (Gr, relatively low occupancy and much temporal decline) for which255

species-level occupancy indices are shown in Figure 1a and Supplementary Figure 1. Wall and256

Small Heath stand out as showing the lowest values of X2, representing the largest absolute257

declines in occupancy, and despite being wider countryside species they are considered to be258

priority species for conservation.259

FPCA has demonstrated a great economy in description of occupancy of 47 butterfly260

species over the time period. It provides a huge improvement over a single bar plot, at the261

cost of just introducing one extra dimension of plotting (2 dimensions, rather than 1), and262

does not have to replace a bar plot, but can be considered in association with it.263

Figure 5b is motivated by Figure 5a, and provides an alternative display of potentially264

similar information. Given that FPCA is objective, it is interesting that there are some265

similarities between the two figures. Figure 5b has the advantage that it might be easier to266

understand than Figure 5a, since FPCA is not needed and percentage change information267

is included. However in this case the two variables are now correlated, as they have not268

resulted from a FPCA. It is useful to combine mean occupancy with percentage trend in269

a single plot, as we can see that the species with the largest percentage declines have the270

smallest occupancy. This information is lacking in a standard bar chart summarising species271

trends (see Figure 2a). Figure 5b is suggested by Figure 5a, and it is only for Figure 5a that272

we know that most variance is described. Thus we can with confidence consider the spatial273

location of species in relation to others, as close points in Figure 5a indicate species which274

exhibit similar species indices.275

3.3 Indicators for abundance data276

Multi-species indicators for the relative abundance of butterflies, formed using the geometric277

mean, are shown in Figure 6a, for all species and also for habitat specialists and wider278

countryside species separately. The patterns of behaviour shown here are somewhat different279
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from those in Figure 2a, and we note also that there is a degree of apparent cycling for the280

indicators. The relevant species indices of abundance are given in Supplementary Figure 2.281

Figure 6: (a) Multi-species abundance indicators calculated by the geometric mean of the

relative abundance indices for 47 UK butterflies for 1980–2016.(b) Bar plot giving percentage

increases/decreases of individual butterfly species, where significance refers to the 5% level.

3.4 FPCA of abundance data282

3.4.1 Harmonics plots283

The harmonics plots resulting from the FPCA applied to the relative abundance indices284

(Figure 7) show differences compared to those obtained for occupancy indices (Figure 3),285

partly due to the differences in scale of the two types of indices. Since the relative abundance286

indices are all standardised (on the log10 scale with a mean of 2), the dominant first component287

for the occupancy case is no longer present, and instead we have as the first component one288

that resembles the second component for the occupancy FPCA, in this case indicative of an289

increase or decline in abundance.290
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Figure 7: Harmonics plots of the first three functional principal components for the UKBMS

data. The arithmetic average of the species indices is shown by a solid line, with the end of

each component plotted using + (blue) and - (red). The percentages of variance for the first

three components are 59.2%, 18.5% and 8.8%.

Both the second and third components are more difficult to interpret. For example, the291

second component distinguishes at one end of the range species that increase from a low292

abundance before declining again, and at the other end of the range species which behave293

similarly, but after an initial decrease from an initial high abundance. Thus one might regard294

the latter type of species as behaving in a similar way to the former type of species, but later295

in the time period, and this can be checked by reference to the species’ index plots.296

3.4.2 Comparison with species-level abundance trends297

Plotting the first abundance functional principal component scores vs the estimated trends,298

as was done for the occupancy study, gives the near-linear plot of Figure 8 when a logarith-299

mic transformation is used for the trend, which is an interesting and unexpected feature.300

This is due in part to the fact that what is measured is relative abundance, so that similar301

denominators feature when percentage trends are formed, in contrast to the situation with302

occupancy data.303
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Figure 8: Plot of the first functional principal component score for the FPCA of UKBMS

data plotted vs a logarithmic transformation of the estimated trend for each species. The

vertical and horizontal dashed lines indicate no change in abundance and score values of zero,

respectively.

The plot of species according to the first two functional principal components is shown304

in Figure 9a. The first component now measures abundance trend, and the second compo-305

nent distinguishes different patterns to the changes, as explained above. Note that these306

two components explain 77.7% of the total variance. If we include the third component307

then the percentage explained increases to 86.5%. A particular three-dimensional plot is308

given in Supplementary Figure 4 and the three-dimensional configuration can be accessed at309

https://plot.ly/∼EBDennis/1. This allows the three-dimensional plots to be rotated, and the310

identity of individual points to be revealed.311

Figure 9 suggests that there is no indication of clustering of species, and we have a main312

core of species, together with a number of outlying species. Here, and also in the case of313

occupancy analysis, such results are useful in suggesting how one might group indices for314

presentation, as well as for categorisations for indicators. Outliers may be detected formally315
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Figure 9: Plot of the functional principal component scores following a FPCA of the abun-

dance indices: (a) components 1 and 2 and (b) components 1 and 3. The dashed lines indicate

score values of zero.

in a variety of ways; see eg., the formal peeling approach of Barnett (1976). We note here in316

particular the species CY, HBF, WlH, W, WW, SsS and PE.317
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It is interesting to note the increases in abundance in all three migrants. WlH and CY318

are at opposite ends of dimension X1, and their indices correspond to the extremities of that319

axis suggested in Figure 7. The same is true of the indices of PE and HBF, at opposite ends320

of dimension X3. In addition to considering the interpretation of dimensions, as here, we321

can also use the plots in this abundance case in three dimensions in order to identify which322

species are close to which, and therefore show similar abundance indices.323

The three different categories of butterfly species are not as separate as for the BNM324

case, which is in part a consequence of the standardisation of indices in the UKBMS case325

(as seen from Supplementary Figure 2). This ties in well with the relative agreement of the326

multi-species indicators of Figure 6.327

3.5 Comparison of abundance and occupancy trends328

In Figure 10 abundance and occupancy trends are compared, where in Figure 10a log trends329

are shown in order to improve the presentation. There was a slight difference in the time330

periods considered (1980-2014 and 1980-2016). We note from Figure 8 that in Figure 10b331

the abundance axis, X1, is similar to log(trend+100), where “trend” refers to the abundance332

trend, and this contributes to similarities between the two plots in Figure 10. There is333

a greater correlation in panel (b) (ρ = 0.36, p < 0.05) than in panel (a) (ρ = 0.20, not334

significant at the 5% level). Differences arise because the occupancy trends (Figure 10a) are335

relative to the scale of the occupancy index, whereas X2 (Figure 10b), represents overall336

change on the occupancy scale, since X1 and X2 are uncorrelated.337

The positions of migrant species provide an interesting comparison and verification. In338

terms of occupancy, all three are increasing, though not dramatically so. There is no stan-339

dardisation in this case and CY has a smaller estimated occupancy probability than the340

other two migrant species, in line with common observation. However in terms of abundance,341

where there is standardisation, the three species appear to have more in common, including342

increases in relative abundances, which might possibly be related to climate change (Sparks343

et al., 2005).344
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Figure 10: (a) Log(occupancy trend) vs log(abundance trend). The grey line represents the

1-1 line and the dashed lines indicate no change. (b) Plot of the scores of the second axis

(X2) from the FPCA of BNM vs the first axis (X1) from the FPCA of UKBMS. The dashed

lines indicate score values of zero. The axis for occupancy X2 has been reversed.
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3.6 Recommendations345

By displaying the underlying differences among species, figures presenting functional prin-346

cipal component scores are much more informative than simple bar plots of percentages of347

significant trends, and could be considered as alternatives. We have seen that a functional348

principal component arises for both occupancy and abundance analyses that distinguishes349

between species that increase or decrease over time, and that it differs from percentage trend,350

which is a simplification of complex indices. Percentage trends provide simple summaries,351

but have been seen to be crude representations of complex temporal change.352

How results of FPCA might be used in practice would depend upon the particular ap-353

plication, and the results obtained. In the context of occupancy, bar plots that supplement354

multi-species indicators could be replaced, or augmented by a plot comparing species average355

occupancy versus species trends (for example Figure 5b). Each species could be colour-coded356

appropriately, for example by the significance of the trends, by a species categorisation, or357

by taxon in multi-taxon applications. In combination with the multi-species indicators one358

would then see at a glance which species have different levels of occupancy and changes, and359

any clear outliers might be visible. Even in scenarios where the indicator is more species rich360

than the examples shown here, it would be possible to more easily interpret the variation361

among species, although individual species might not be decipherable. An alternative would362

be to use a corresponding plot showing principal component scores (for example Figure 5a),363

however a potential disadvantage would be that the figure may be more difficult to interpret364

and/or communicate to varied audiences who may use multi-species indicators.365

Recommendations for accompanying visualisations for multi-species abundance indicators366

are more context-specific, given the less readily interpretable X2 dimension from the FPCA,367

as well as the desirability of a three-dimensional representation in that case. In the absence368

of an absolute measure of mean abundance, suggestions similar to those made for occupancy369

above may be possible, for example by plotting the total species count, as a proxy for rep-370

resenting how abundant a species is, versus the species trends. We compare species’ total371

counts with trends in Supplementary Figure 3, which shows interesting similarities with Fig-372

ure 5b, although it should be noted that the total count provides only a crude simplification373

of absolute abundance, for example since missing data have not been accounted for. Alter-374
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Figure 11: Summary of percentage trends for (a) occupancy and (b) relative abundance for

1980-2014. For abundance logged trends are shown. Points are coloured by significance of the

trends, based on a 5% level, and the percentage of species for each category is also displayed.

The dashed line indicates no change.

natively, where occupancy data are also available, estimates of mean occupancy could also375

be used as above to provide additional information when considering changes in abundance.376

A final suggestion, which would still provide additional information over bar plots of the377

species trends and could be used for both abundance and occupancy indicators, would be to378

provide a single jitter plot of points representing species trends, or logged species trends, such379

as those shown for butterflies in Figure 11. The points in Figure 11 are in fact akin to the380

relevant rug plots in Figures 4 and 8. Points can again be categorised in various ways using381

colour and could also be readily shown for multiple time periods and/or subsets of species.382

Furthermore, the information displayed in bar plots is still displayed via the percentages,383

which are displayed in addition to the points in Figure 11.384
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4 Conclusions385

We have demonstrated the potential of FPCA as a powerful new tool for the study and386

interpretation of species occupancy and abundance indices. Much is already known regarding387

the changes of UK butterfly populations (Fox et al., 2015), so that the results obtained using388

FPCA are in part a validation of the usefulness of the approach. As might be anticipated, we389

have shown that the dominant first component for occupancy, which described the high/low390

species’ occupancy, is not present when considering relative abundance indices which were on391

a standardised scale. If available, applying FPCA to estimates of absolute abundance would392

be of interest.393

For the two butterfly data sets illustrated in the paper, the analysis of occupancy data394

by FPCA appears to be more stable and readily interpretable than that of abundance data.395

This may reflect in part the fact that the abundance of species may respond more rapidly396

to environmental changes than their distribution (Gaston et al., 2000; van Strien et al.,397

2016). There is a warning here that one should not routinely combine both types of index,398

as individually they may exhibit different patterns of behaviour. Abundance and occupancy399

have been combined in some multi-species indicators, for example when occupancy has been400

used as a proxy for abundance when insufficient abundance data were available for certain401

species (Hayhow et al., 2016; van Strien et al., 2016).402

Multi-species indicators and accompanying bar plots of trend provide accessible sum-403

maries of biodiversity change for reports and in advice to governments and policy-makers.404

The accompanying bar plots have the potential to be strengthened and/or supplemented405

based on the suggestions and recommendations made in this paper. The end result would406

then involve no more plots than existing analyses, but with far more information being dis-407

played. Augmentation could be in terms of providing more information on which species is408

doing what, in terms of sizes of individual species trends, and how trends for abundance and409

occupancy relate to each other. This could be done via the output from FPCA analyses,410

primarily for a research/scientific audience, or more simply, as suggested above, for public411

consumption, without performing a FPCA analysis.412

The recommendations made in this paper are based on analyses of data for butterflies413
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and moths, and we would encourage further investigation of the approaches of this paper414

via applications to other taxa, and also to the context of multi-species indicators that are415

constructed for several taxa, as with the Living Planet Index (van Strien et al., 2016). In416

the case of multiple taxa one might expect FPCA to identify clusters of species from the417

same taxa, and also possibly to indicate whether indicators are unduly influenced by certain418

taxa (Buckland and Johnston, 2017), which may assist in the choice of any weightings to be419

used (Burns et al., 2018). We can expect different features to arise from the analysis of data420

from different taxa. Importantly the techniques used here are simple to apply using freely421

available computer programs.422

Appendix A: Principal components analysis423

The aim of PCA (Jolliffe, 2002) is to analyse a multivariate data set in which p observations424

are each taken on a number, n, of individuals. Typically these observations are correlated,425

and PCA produces a set of uncorrelated derived variables known as principal components,426

each of which is a linear combination of the original variables. PCA is the result of an axis427

rotation, resulting from an eigen analysis of the correlation matrix of the original variables;428

in some cases a covariance matrix is used.429

We can think of each individual as a point in space, the dimensionality of which is the430

number of variables measured on each individual. The derived principal components will431

be the same in number, p. Thus in PCA the original set of n × p variables is replaced by432

a new set of n × p variables; for each individual the variables are known as the principal433

component scores. Principal components are typically ordered in terms of their variance,434

and the desire is that only a small number will be needed in order to capture a high fraction435

of the sum of the variances of the original measures. In such a case it is then possible to plot436

individuals according to their principal component scores in the corresponding far smaller437

dimensional space. Such plots can then be inspected for interesting features, such as outliers,438

clusters of individuals and so forth. We shall see examples of this later for functional principal439

components.440

Illustrative examples of PCA include when the observations are characteristics of human441
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patients, for example, and also when there are morphometric measurements on individuals442

(Pack et al., 1988). As each principal component is a linear function of the original variables,443

then by considering the coefficients associated with each variable in a principal component it444

may be possible to interpret the component. For example when the correlation matrix is used,445

the first principal component, the one with the largest variance, is typically a measurement446

of size; we would realise this because the coefficients would all be roughly the same size with447

the same sign. Potentially the more interesting components are those with smaller variances,448

and in terms of shape measurements on human beings this can be a contrast between the449

size of the head and the size of the rest of the body; this would manifest itself if the sign of450

the head coefficient was different from those of the other shape measurements.451
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